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This concert is supported, in part, by a very Senerous gift from Mr.
Robert Morris.
WBEN Radio 930 and,ldelphia-Artscope join the UB Department of
Music as Performance Partners for the concert.
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PROGRAIU NOTES

Selbspo* arr, Gydrgr Ligeti
Hungarian born Gy0rry Ligai is considered one of the most important
living composers of Western Art Music. Like rnny central Eurotrran
composers whose musical education qpanned ttre immediate post-war
years, Ligeti's apprenticeship was heaviiy inlluenced by BartokNeverthcless, from quite early on cther echoes, renaissance po$phony and
the Western avant-garde for example, were discernible. Ligeti started
experimenting with electronic composition in the mid 1950s, around the
time of the Hungarian rryrising, from which he escaped . The Three Pieces
for Two Pionos, Monument-Selbstportrait-Bewegung, were composd in
19?6. The firll title of the rriddle movement is'Selbstportrait with Reich

in the background)". This movemert
of
affnity with contemporary American
sense
Ligeti's
cmphesi2g5
is based largely upon static harmony
whose
work
compos€rs,
'minirnalist'
and derelops through gradual shifu in repeated rhythmic patterns. The
acutely-obsewed, mildly ironic impression of Ligeti and the Minimalists

and Riley (and with Chopin

given in the first section opens'up via a reiterated tri-tone figure into what

